Felt and Fabric Creatures

For this project you will need:
- Fabric or felt
- Needle & Thread, or hot glue
- Stuffing, we used poly-fil but you could use yarn or fabric scraps
- Googly eyes
- Scissors
- Markers

1. Draw or trace the outline of your chosen creature onto the fabric.
2. Cut around the outline.
3. Sew or glue around the edges. We used what is called a whip stitch. Leave an opening big enough for the stuffing.
4. Stuff your creature. Use smaller balls of stuffing for any ears, arms, legs, or tight spaces.
5. Sew or glue the opening closed.
6. Give your new friend a personality by adding a face with googly eyes and markers.
7. You could also: Sew on yarn for fur or hair. Sew clothing or accessories for your friend. Maybe they need a hairbrush or their own cell phone to voice-chat their creature friends as they social distance.